
TOBIN ELLIS 

SIGNATURE SERIES
BAR EQUIPMENT CONCEIVED AND DESIGNED 
BY A RENOWNED BARTENDER...

AND BUILT BY PERLICK

Tobin Ellis is a hospitality generalist and innovation specialist serving as principal 
of Studio Barmagic (est. 1997), a hospitality, retail design, and innovation firm 
specializing in hospitality experience design.

Called “a shot of adrenaline” by the New York Times, Tobin was born in 
Silicon Valley and raised in Upstate New York, where he first made a name 
as a veteran high-volume bartender, 6-time international bartending 
champion, and world-renowned bar operations and training specialist.

Tobin’s body of multi-disciplinary work in hospitality experience 
design has helped win a slew of accredited hospitality and design 
awards, including a 2019 BEST BARS IN AMERICA Award from 
Esquire Magazine and a 2015 GOOD DESIGN Award from The 
Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design for his 
signature line of underbar equipment manufactured by Perlick.

Visit barmagic.com for more detail on his company’s 
capabilities and body of work.

Bar Designer and World 
Champion Bartender Tobin Ellis



1) 36” Drainboard
Sloped, drained, stainless drainboard for glassware with optional poly 
cutting board insert. 

5) Speed Sprayer
NSF compliant, high-pressure washer to quickly rinse tins, mixing glasses, 
and jiggers and drains directly into the sink. 

4) Smarter Sink
Hand-fabricated to an ideal size with a custom perforated drain pan that 
prevents the sink from backing up. 

2) Ice Vault
Stores and preserves specialty/large format ice and includes a removable 
divider to keep ice types separate. Front compartment stores bottled drink 
prep items. Telescoping lid helps maintain temperature and reduce energy 
consumption. Temp range: -20°F to 10°F. 
(Also available: Soda gun manifold housing + insulated bottle well/ice bin).

3) Ergonomic Ice Bin 
Includes standard 10-pin cold plate with adjustable stainless dividers for 
multiple ice types. Bin is 3” shallower than standard designs and 2” taller 
allowing the bartender to stand closer to the counter.

9) Curved Cockpit Speed Rail
Stand closer to the counter and lean comfortably against the hand-polished 
steel. Holds 17 liters of any size or shape and has taller front walls, providing 
more support for bartenders of all heights – a true bartenders’ cockpit.

Winner of a 2015 
GOOD DESIGN AWARD 
 from The Chicago Athenaeum: 
 Museum of Architecture and Design

FCSI 2016Innovation 
Showcase finalist

7) Refrigerated Liquor Drawers
Two low-temp refrigerated drawers with the industry’s only NSF-rating 
for open food storage. Top drawer includes in-place 9-pans for fresh 
garnishes and herbs. Newly redesigned bottom drawer holds an 
additional 20 liters upright, so corked bottles and bottles with pour 
spouts are within arm's reach. 

6) Self-rinsing Tool Caddy
Variable depth, compartmentalized tool caddy allows for precise mise-en-
place of all your tools.  

11) Foot Pedals
Hands-free operation of prep sink with the ability to select hot, cold, or 
warm water. 

10) Bartender’s Cubby
Protected shelf for personal items, bitters bottles, soda bottles, extra 
towels – you name it!

8) Vertical Speed Rail
Three versions hold between 12-18 additional liters in place in a zero-step 
radius. Optional blender shelf. 

TOBIN ELLIS SIGNATURE SERIES 
COCKTAIL STATION

Designed for speed and built for comfort, the Tobin Ellis Signature Series Cocktail Station 
by Perlick is the tricked-out cockpit every serious bartender has dreamed about and 
every savvy operator has hoped for. Take a look at the new standard in high-volume bar 
equipment design.

Efficiency • Ergonomics • Quality
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Two low-temperature 
refrigerated drawers.
The industry’s ONLY 
NSF-rating for open 
food storage

304SS SINKS  
AND DRAINBOARDS
• 18-gauge stainless steel 

used on all sinks to hold up 
to heavy bartender use

• Reduces denting and  
pinhole leaks

Easy bottle storage and access 
increases bartender productivity



Perlick’s Signature Series Mobile Bars utilize the Tobin Ellis zero-step bartending cockpit design for 
efficiency, which means more drinks poured in less time, resulting in greater profits and less bartender 
fatigue. Easily move the bar anywhere inside or outside your venue for design and operational flexibility.

MOBS-66TE

MOBS-66TE-S

• Tobin Ellis bartender cockpit for increased 
efficiency and revenue 

• Laminate, stainless steel, or engineered solid 
surface bar top options

• Laminate exterior offered in multiple colors

• Locking 5" 304 stainless steel casters, for 
corrosion resistance, with polyurethane tread

• Lower storage area for glass racks, dry goods 
and canned or bottled beverages

• LED bartender task lighting for operating in 
the evening and low light settings

• Ice melt drainage tank

All Perlick Signature Series Mobile Bars include:

42" Signature Series Mobile Bar 
Designed by Tobin Ellis
Model Number - MOBS-42TE
• 30" ice chest with sliding cover
• 12" insulated bottle well
• 42" speed rail

66" Signature Series Mobile Bar 
Designed by Tobin Ellis
Model Number - MOBS-66TE
• 30" ice chest with sliding cover
• 12" insulated bottle well
• Two 12” TE-depth drainboards (27 9/16")
• 42” speed rail

66" Signature Series Mobile Bar w/ Sink
Designed by Tobin Ellis
Model Number - MOBS-66TE-S
• Hand sink for increased access to 

sanitization no matter where the mobile 
bar is stationed, indoors or out

• 30" ice chest with sliding cover 
• 12" insulated bottle well
• 12" TE-depth drainboard (27 9/16")
• 42" speed rail

AVAILABLE MODELS:

MOBS-42TE

PERLICK SIGNATURE SERIES 
MOBILE BARS

TOBIN ELLIS SIGNATURE SERIES 
LIMITED EDITION MOBILE BAR

DESIGNED BY TOBIN ELLISTHE WORLD’S MOST LUXURIOUS, 
ERGONOMIC MOBILE BAR

Designed by Tobin Ellis especially for high-volume, upscale venues, this mobile cockpit features 
a custom, high-performance solid surface “cockpit bar counter” with an 8” deep workboard, and 
additional ergonomic features for greater bartender comfort, all wrapped in luxurious, eco-friendly 
“toffee crocodile” recycled leather.

• Luxury finishing with eco-friendly recycled leather in “Toffee Crocodile” selected especially for 
upscale environments

• Extra-large inlaid 8” deep perforated workboard with a custom antique copper finish keeps 
bartop clean and dry

• Featuring smooth, rounded edges and corners throughout for added bartender comfort

• Durable solid surface “Vanilla Sugar” finish bar top has been 
custom-shaped to match the cockpit design

• Optimized to an ideal height for all bartenders, male and female, 
to increase speed and reduce repetitive stress injuries

• Double-drainboard design allows for maximum flexibility 
for any catering or mobile environment

• One of the only mobile bars ever designed that puts 
bartender-at-center for true zero-step bartending

• Bar holds up to 27 liters, 36 pieces of glassware, 40 cans or 
bottles of soda, 3 types of ice, and more, depending 
on set-up

• Ample storage for glass racks, back up cases, bus tubs, and so 
much more – all hidden from guests’ line-of-sight

• Designed by Tobin Ellis to leverage his 32 years of high-volume, 
upscale bartending experience, including more than 20 years in 
mobile bar catering for 5-diamond resorts, high-volume Las Vegas 
nightclubs, and so much more

MOBS-66LE
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TOBIN ELLIS SIGNATURE SERIES 
DRAFT COCKTAIL SYSTEM

Serving craft cocktails on tap is a great way to quickly elevate your 
beverage program and increase revenue. Perlick’s Tobin Ellis Signature 
Series Draft Cocktail System allows hotel, restaurant, and bar operators 
to take advantage of the efficiencies, pour cost, extended shelf lives, and 
consistency associated with pressurized pre-batched, high-volume craft 
cocktails and signature drinks. It's everything you need to get up and 
running, in one place.

Thanks to our unique circulation system, which utilizes an NSF-approved 
circulating pump and a specially designed Cornelius keg featuring extra 
ports for hooking up dedicated circulation beverage lines, we solved the 
problem of separation and settling of ingredients.

• Allows for guest sampling of craft cocktails and signature drinks 
at a low cost

• Greatly increases speed of service, beverage revenue, and 
drink consistency

• Compatible with all Tobin Ellis Signature Series equipment

TOBIN ELLIS SIGNATURE SERIES 
FRONT-FACING 
REFRIGERATED DRAWERS

A small yet robust front-facing bar-prep system 
designed with Tobin Ellis’ Zero-Step Bartending 
approach to increase throughput, reduce labor costs, 
improve bartender wellness, and enhance hospitality.

• Lowers labor costs by putting bar prep at each 
station, allowing barbacks to focus on other tasks

• Keeps bar fruit and juices fresh longer at proper 
holding temperature, which lowers food cost

• Increases bartender throughput by eliminating 
wasted motion behind the bar

• Brings the bar to the kitchen with the first-ever front-facing 
bartender refrigeration, just like chefs use on the line

• Ergonomically-designed drainboard is taller to eliminate 
bartender bending to reach down for glassware and tools

• Top drawer holds trays to keep fresh condiments within easy reach, while 
the newly updated bottom drawer is tall enough to hold open bottles upright 

BBS36C

Direct Draw Dispensing 
Kit and Draft Arm 
Tower installed on a 
BBS36 refrigerator.

DESIGNED BY TOBIN ELLIS

PERLICK ICE VAULT
LARGE-FORMAT ICE 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Designed by Tobin Ellis, the Perlick Ice Vault is the industry’s first 
large-format ice management system, patent-pending. The only 
product on the market that is NSF-certified for the storage 
and preparation of large format ice. Without a dedicated 
storage solution, operators resort to inefficient storage 
methods located either too far from the bartender or 
in places that lead to waste due to excess melting.

• Designed to integrate into the Tobin Ellis 
Signature Cocktail Station

• Maximizes speed and profitability for bartenders 
and bar owners

• Front vault with VariChill™ adjustable temperature 
damper can be used to temper ice with included 
ice tempering pan or chill up to three bottles of 
juice, vermouth, or liqueur

• Rear vault compartment safely stores up to 48 large 
format cubes within reach of the bartender

• Triple-action lid allows for quick, one-hand access to 
rear compartment

• Tempering pan allows ice to be pulled forward to temper in 
the front vault prior to drink production

• Two separate vaults create flexible and unique temperature-
controlled storage options

• 12" width takes up little space with a big impact on the 
service of cocktails with craft ice

Available Options:

• Freestanding unit with 4” or 6” backsplash
• Built onto modular die-wall

ISC12-6 - Freestanding 
w/ 6” Backsplash
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“The Tobin Ellis Cocktail Station is designed like a cockpit
with the bartender in mind. A joy to work behind!”

- Tony Abou-Ganim, The Modern Mixologist

“The Rolls Royce of bar stations.”
- Gaston Martinez, Bar Manager, Nora’s Cuisine, Las Vegas

“From the ergonomic cockpit design to refrigerated drawers,
it is what the industry has needed for a long time. ”

- Luke Mathot, Corporate Director F&B, Accor Hotels

“The fighter jet equivalent of state-of-the-art bartending cockpits.”
- Kyle McHugh, National Vice-President, United States Bartenders’ Guild

“Tobin's line of equipment has greatly improved
work efficiency behind the bar.”

- H. Joseph Ehrmann, Proprietor, Elixir, San Francisco (named one of GQ's 25 best bars in America)

“There is so much packed into the perfect dimension of stainless steel.”
- Philip Raimondo, former Beverage Director, Ruth's Chris Steakhouses

“It’s like the control board on the Starship Enterprise-D.”
- Blue Pit BBQ & Whiskey, Baltimore
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